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Abstract: The experimental data on the chemical elements composition of tomato and spring wheat plant tissues
under primary soil formation are presented. It is established the dynamics of synergetic and antagonistic
interrelation between chemical elements in a different plant bodies (roots, reproductive bodies, stems and
leaves). The dynamics of the collective behaviour of the chemical elements in plant tissues is established by
methods of the information theory. It is shown that the collective state of the chemical elements, determined
by an information function is strictly differentiated for different plant bodies and has hierarchic order.
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INTRODUCTION biophile elements from minerals occurs which leads to

The complex experimental researches on intensive, elemental composition. Accumulation of the fine fraction
time-continuous and long-term multivegetative growing which readily interacts with metabolites of soil
plants of spring wheat and tomato on originaly abiogenic microorganisms, the organic matter formed, is
granulated mineral substratum (granite crushed rock, accompanied by formation of certain secondary minerals.
zeolite) had been executed.  The results of comprehensive These processes are accompanied by accumulation of
experimental  investigations   of  intensive  and long-term organic substance in root-inhabited media (RM), change
cultivation of plants on an originally abiogenic granulated of its fractional structure, change of specific and
mineral substrate showed that, under conditions of a numerical structure of the microbiota complex [1,2]. 
controlled agroecosystem, intense biogenic and A number of fundamental studies [3-5]  dealt  with
physicochemical eroding of minerals accompanied by a the problem of the close association between the chemical
change in the content of chemical elements in plants elements  composition  of plants and the soils on  which
occurs. Such processes of the transformation of the they grow under natural conditions. At the same time, the
mineral substrate model in a number of the evolutionary biogenic accumulation of chemical elements by plants at
processes ways occurring at the primary stages of the initial stages of primary soil formation in the case of
pedogenesis under natural conditions. The most intense year-round plant cultivation under the condition
important consequence of this is a multiple increase in of physical modeling of soil-plant systems  under
the activity of biochemical processes of exogenous controlled  conditions  has been  poorly studied. This
transformation of the mineral substrate into bioinert problem is very interesting from both theoretical and
minerals. The accumulation and change in the species and practical points of view. 
numerical composition of the microbiotic complex and
formation of multicomponent organic matter accompany MATERIALS AND METHODS
processes of transformation of the originally abiogenic
mineral substrate into soil-like bodies. Transformation of On initial, originally abiogenic crushed granite,
minerals is fostered by acids and bases forming as a result during the course of 23 growth periods and for 12 growth
of the activity of microorganisms, leading in turn to the periods on zeolite. We cultivated a tomato on a zeolite up
formation of chelates. As a result selective extraction of to the twelfth vegetation. After fifteen vegetations on this

breakdown of minerals and change in plant chemical
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zeolite we cultivated spring wheat. We continuously grew in the existence of an interrelation in distribution of
year-round spring wheat cultivar Siete Cerros in one chemical elements in plants tissues, that is their synergism
experiment and tomato cultivar Ottawa-60 in another one or antagonism. In the present work is investigated the
in a pot lighting installation by the small-volume formation of chemical elements composition in various
aggregate hydroponics method with two-way regulation plant tissues in conditions of primary soil formation is
of the water regime of the roots and use of Knop’s investigated at continuous multivegetative all-the-year-
nutrient solution. The nutrient solution was no changed round cultivation of a spring wheat and  tomato on
during entire growth of the plants. Water losses due to initially abiogenous mineral substratum under regulated
evaporation from the surface of the RM and transpiration conditions. The studies included the analysis of the ashy
of the plants were replenished by adding an equivalent composition and percentage of ashy content of the
amount of solution or water to the tanks. The nutrient chemical elements Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, K, P, S, Cl, Na, Mn,
solution was corrected at this time. We used luminaries Zn in plants tissues (roots, stalks, leaves and reproductive
based on DnaT-4 sodium lamps with a solid-state heat- bodies) after each growth period. For granite crushed after
absorbing colour filter. The intensity of the radiation 11th growth period we made crop rotation. Crop rotation
stream corresponded to 100±10W/m  in the prevented negative processes of primary soil formation2

photosynthetically active radiation region. The and returned the system into stable state [1]. Besides the
photoperiod was 16 h/day with growth length of 75 days. check experiment we used acid-base regeneration of a
The following operations were carried out while growing mineral substratum in two variants of experience [6]. The
the plants. Experiments 3 and 6 are test experiments for acid-base regeneration, allows to change dynamics of the
tomato and spring wheat, respectively. To reduce total trophic conditions in RM. It is established that during
organic  mater  accumulating in the mineral substrate, intensive operation mineral substrate take place
acid-base regeneration of RM was additionally carried out progressing accumulation of the organic substance in
in the experiment variants 1 (tomato) and 4 (spring wheat) RM, containing the physiologically active organic
at the end of each vegetation. Acid-base regeneration was compounds. Therefore it is used acid-base regeneration
additionally carried out in experiences 2 (tomato) and 5 of a mineral substratum and its modified method
(spring wheat) during vegetation. After each vegetation regeneration of a mineral substratum together with plants.
of the plants, first- and second-order roots were removed, The method of regeneration can effectively remove a part
the mineral substrate was composed for 20-30 days and of physiologically active components of an organic
then combined acid-base regeneration (controlling factor) substance from RM. Experiences on the crushed granite
was carried out by the method developed in Ref. [6]. The for three variants: check experiment and with the count of
test experiment is the variant where only harvesting of the the control factor (two variants of complex acid-base
roots and composting the mineral substrate was done regeneration) were fulfilled. For zeolite carried out only
without regeneration. At the end of growth periods, plant check experiment.
samples were taken for the chemical elements composition
of the plants. Preparation of the plant samples, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
determination of dry matter and percent of ash content in
the plant organs were done by the conventional methods We have obtained experimental data on the chemical
[7]. The elemental composition of plant ash was analyzed elements composition of plant tissues (percent of ash)
on an A-30 X-ray fluorescence analyzer. which for the first time have allowed to analyze

We studied the dynamics of synergism and quantitatively dynamics of the chemical elements
antagonism of the chemical elements Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, interrelation in various of plants organs under  conditions
K, P, S, Cl, Na, Mn, Zn in the course of the evolution of of an evolutionary primary soil formation. It is established
the mineral substrate – plant system that played an that interrelations between chemical elements for one
important role in mineral nutrition of plans. parts of plant, can be accompanied by a changing of

As is known the chemical elements composition of interrelations (synergism, antagonism) the same elements
living matter essentially differs from chemical structure of for other parts of plant.
rocks.  On  the  one   hand,   it  forces  plants  to  search Let's show it, on an instance of interrelation
for the ways of self-maintenance with necessary quantity dynamics of the silicon content and the potassium
of the elements and with another one to adapt to features content  in  the  roots  and  reproductive  parts  of  plants.
of geochemical conditions. This adaptation is expressed It is known, that  the  potassium   is   most   consumables
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(A) (B)

Fig. 1: Antagonism of the potassium and silicon content (percent to ash) in root tissues (A) and synergism these
elements  in reproductive bodie tissues  (B)  of  the  tomato.  Granite  crushed.  -  tomato,  check  experiment,
trend —— ; - spring wheat, check experiment, trend – · – ·. Zeolite: × - tomato, trend · · · · · . o – spring wheat,
trend – – –. Here and below: for crushed granite the experimental data for odd growth periods are resulted only;
for zeolite experimental data for growth periods with first on the twelfth are resulted.

(A) (B)

Fig. 2: Antagonism of the magnesium and manganese content (percent to ash) in tissues of roots (A) and reproductive
bodies  (B)  of  the tomato. Crushed granite.  - check experiment, trend —— ;  - variant 1 of the experiment,
trend – · – ·;  - variant 2 of the experiment, trend · · · · ·. Zeolite: × - tomato, trend — — — .

by plants and its role in plants is multifunctional. Recently doesn’t depend on the number of the growth period.
in the scientific literature [8] interest to finding-out of Cultivation of a tomato on zeolite keeps qualitatively
silicon role in vital activity of the plants as factor raising these interrelations, but results in appreciable quantitative
productivity of agricultural crops. This chemical element difference in comparison with the results obtained at
has an impact stimulating influence on development of the cultivation of plants on the crushed granite. Using of
root system, leaves area, growth rate of plants, their dry zeolite increases the intensity of the synergetic
weight. However in the scientific literature practically interrelations (an angle of slope of the trend line is more
there is no information about interrelation of silicon with (Fig. 1B), than for crushed granite).
other elements in a plants. We established that in the In the literature there is little information on
plants root as tomato and a spring wheat the interrelation interrelation of manganese and magnesium, as among
of the elements Si and K is antagonistic for 23 vegetations themselves and with other chemical elements in the
(Fig.1A). At the same time for reproductive bodies this plants.  Especially  there  are  no  data  on  dynamics  of
interrelation is synergetic (Fig.1B). The overall dynamics their differentiated content in   the   various   parts  of  the
of antagonistic interaction of silicon and potassium in plants.  The  interrelations  of  chemical  elements  Mn
roots and synergetic interaction these elements in and  Mg  in  roots  and  reproductive  bodies  of  a  tomato
reproductive bodies are retained in all variants and for   all  variants  of  experience   is   presented   in   Fig.  2.
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(A) (B)

Fig. 3: A. Synergism of the magnesium and manganese content (percent to ash) in tissues of a tomato stems. Crushed
granite.  - check experiment, trend —— ;  - variant 1of the experiment, trend – · – ·;  - variant 2 of the
experiment,  trend  - - - - -.  Zeolite:  ×  -  tomato,  trend  — — — .  B.  Interrelation  of  zinc  and  magnesium
content  (percent  to  ash)  in  tissues of reproductive bodies of the tomato and spring wheat. Crushed granite:

 - tomato, check experiment, trend ——,  - spring wheat, check experiment, trend — — — . Zeolite: × - tomato,
trend · · · · ·. o – spring wheat, trend – · – · – ·.

For these elements the dynamics of antagonism is kept However,  not always for various botanical species
during all experience for roots and reproductive bodies of
the plants. As statistical analysis has shown the influence
of the complex acid-base regeneration of mineral substrate
on interrelation of the elements Mn and Mg is
insignificant. For example, comparison  of  variances  S2

2

and S  for experiences 2 and 3 (Fig. 2A) by Fisher3
2

criterion results in value that appreciably smaller critical
value: F = (S /S )  = 1.06 < = 2.7. Hence, the2 3

2

action of complex regeneration is not effective. This
conclusion would hold for all researched pair
interrelations of the chemical elements in all parts of
plants. We established, that distinction between
experiences 1, 2 and 3 is statistically nonsignificant
difference (the similar conclusion would hold for spring
wheat). At the same time cultivation of plants on a zeolite
and crushed granite results to a statistically significant
deviation. However, slope of trend lines for a zeolite and
granite rubble about same. This denotes equal intensity
accumulation of these elements in both cases. However,
for plants cultivated on a zeolite the saturation by
manganese of tissues is higher, than at cultivation on a
crushed granite. In contrast to the plant tissues of roots
and reproductive bodies we find synergism of
manganese   and  magnesium  in  stems (Fig. 3A) and
leaves. This result does not confirm opinion that chemical
elements Mg, Ca and P are principal antagonistic
elements with respect to absorption of many chemical
elements. Remaining antagonists for one pair of chemical
elements, for example, Mn and Mg in some of the plant
bodies, the interrelation for this pair of elements will be
synergetic for other plant bodies.

of  plants  the  direction  of  chemical elements
interrelation  is  kept.  We  have  found  that interference
of  chemical  elements can have specific difference. We
have  analyzed  the  dynamic mutual relations between all
researched chemical elements. In table 1 interrelations of
the chemical elements in various tissues of a tomato and
spring wheat are summarized. In most cases these
interrelations are coincide for spring wheat and tomato
cultivated on crushed granite. Nevertheless, for some
pairs  chemical  elements  there  is  a  specific  difference.
For example, we shall show the interrelation of zinc and
magnesium in the reproductive bodies of a tomato and
wheat. Figure 3B shows that in the reproductive bodies of
a tomato the contents of magnesium has synergetic
association with zinc, whereas for spring wheat this
association is antagonistic. Nature of these specific
differences remains same for all experiences. This result
does not depend on type of a mineral substratum, action
of the controlling factor and number of vegetation. Similar
specific difference is marked for some other elements
(Table 1), for example, for interrelation of phosphorus and
calcium. In the reproductive bodies of a tomato tissues
association is synergetic, whereas for a grain of spring
wheat association is antagonistic. At the same time for the
same elements in plant stems the association changes the
direction  that  is  for  tomato  association  is  antagonistic
while for spring wheat the interrelation is the synergetic.
Pair interrelations between all researched  chemical
elements are  included  in Table  1.
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Table 1: Synergism and antagonism of chemical elements in plant tissues of a tomato (the first column) and spring wheat (the second column). The first line
– roots, the second line– reproductive bodies, the third line– leaves, the fourth line– stems*). For leaves of wheat the experiment was not carried
out.
Ca Mg S P Cl K Na Mn Zn Fe Si
-   - 

Mg +    -
+
×    +

S -   - -   +
+    + +   +
× -
-   - +   -

P -   - +   - ×   ×
+   - +   - ×   -
- × -
-   + +   + +   +

Cl ×    + ×   + ×   + ×  -
+   - +   × +   - +   +
- + - ×
×    × ×   × ×   - -  -

K -   - ×   - +   - ×   - -  -
-   + -   - -  - -  - -  -
- × - × +
×   - -   - -   + -  - -  -

Na +   × +   + -  - ×   × +   + -  -
×   × -  - +   - -   × -  + +   +
+ × + - - -
+   + -  + -  - -   + -  + ×  -

Mn +   + -  - ×  - -   × -  - ×   × -  -
-  - -  - -  - -   + ×   + +  - ×   ×
+ + - + + × -
×   + +   + +  - ×   × +   + - - -  +

Zn ×   + ×   × ×   - ×    + -  - ×   - -   × +    +
+   × +  - +   × +   - ×   × -   × ×    × -   ×
× + - + + + - +
×   + +   × +   × +    × -  × -  - ×   × +    +

Fe +    + +   + - -  -   + ×   - +   + -   × +   - ×    + -   ×
-   + -   + - -   - -  - +    × ×   - +   - -   -
- + +   - + + + - + +
-   + ×   - +    + -  - ×    × ×    + -    × +   +

Si +   + -  - ×   - -  - ×   × -  - ×   - +    + +    - +    +
×   × -  - -  - -  - ×   + +    + +   × ×    × -   - +    +
× + - + × - + + + ×
-  + +  × +   - +   + -  - ×  - +   + ×    × +    + +    +

Al +   + +   + -  - ×  - -   - +   + -  - +  - ×    + ×   × +    + +    +
+   + ×   + +   + × -  - ×    × +   × -   - ×   - +    + +    +
+ + - ×   - × - × + + - +
-  + +  - +   - +   + +    × -   + ×    × -   + +    + ×    ×

*) -   antagonism of elements,   +  synergism of elements,   ×  the interrelation is not found.

The overall dynamics of antagonistic and synergetic of a relative chemical composition in reproductive bodies.
interactions chemical elements in Table 1 are retained in all It is important to obtain a high-quality vegetal production.
variants, doesn’t depend on the type mineral substratum. For example, increasing of the silicon contents in the roots

It is important to note that obtained experimental data tissues is accompanied by decrease of the magnesium
allow us to track also dynamic association between contents in reproductive bodies, both spring wheat and
chemical elements in various bodies of plants and, first of tomato  (Fig. 4A). This interrelation is kept for all
all, between pairs:  roots – reproductive bodies. Showing observation period, does not depend on type of mineral
up of such association opens an opportunity to operate substrate  and the number of vegetations. It is possible to
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(A) (B)

Fig. 4: A. Antagonism of magnesium and silicon contents (percent to ash) in tissues of the reproductive bodies and
roots.  Crushed  granite.   -  tomato,  check  experiment;  trend —— ;  – spring wheat, check experiment;
trend – · – ·. Zeolite: × - tomato, trend – – . B. Synergism of silicon and manganese  content  (percent  to  ash)
in tissues of reproductive bodies  and  roots.  Crushed  granite.  -  tomato,  check  experiment;  trend —— ;

 - spring wheat, check experiment; trend – · – ·. Zeolite: × - tomato, trend — — — .

(A) (B)

Fig. 5: A. Antagonism of manganese and phosphorus contents (percent to ash) in tissues of the reproductive bodies
and roots. Crushed granite.  - tomato, check experiment; trend —— ;  – spring wheat, check experiment;
trend – · – ·. Zeolite: × - tomato, trend · · ·.  – spring wheat, trend — — . B. Synergism of calcium and
phosphorus  contents  (percent  to  ash)  in  tissues  of  reproductive  bodies   and   roots.   Crushed  granite.

 - tomato, check experiment; trend —— ;  - spring wheat, check experiment; trend – · – ·. Zeolite: × - tomato,
trend · · ·. .  – spring wheat, trend — — .

note,  that  for  crushed  granite  the  range  changing of plants and simultaneously  raises  the   contents of
the silicon  content  in  roots  of spring wheat and a calcium (Fig. 5 A and 5 B).
tomato  approximately  is  in  the same interval of values. The relative dynamics of chemical elements content
For a tomato cultivated on a zeolite this range noticeably in various bodies of plants can differ essentially. Thus, for
differs from crushed granite. If we use zeolite the example, the potassium contents in tomato fruits three
saturation of reproductive bodies by magnesium is times is more, than in roots of a plant. The contents of
descended at the greater in comparison with silicon silicon in the roots of plants are ten times more, than in
content in  the  roots  for  crushed  granite.  Practically the reproductive bodies. Using statistical methods, we
silicon in plant roots for all chemical elements is the were able to group chemical elements according to their
antagonist  to  chemical  elements  in  reproductive content in various plant bodies into four homogeneous
bodies, except for manganese (Fig. 4B). As well nonverlaping groups [9]. According to an analysis of the
phosphorus   in   plant   roots   promotes   decrease of groups composition does not depend on the number of
the  manganese  contents  in  reproductive  bodies of life cycles and the number of the experiment variant.
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Table 2: Average values of information function for abundance of chemical elements in plant tissues. Experiments 1 – 6 are situated in accordance with
reduction of the content of a formed organic matter in RM.

Tomato. Crushed granite
Variant Roots Leaves Stems Reproductive bodies
3 1.72±0.02 1.61±0.01 1.49±0.05 1.28±0.06
1 1.74±0.02 1.63±0.02 1.50±0.05 1.32±0.06
2 1.71±0.03 1.62±0.02 1.50±0.04 1.34±0.03
Spring wheat. Crushed granite
6 1.70±0.04 - 1.56±0.05 1.51±0.02
4 1.73±0.04 - 1.58±0.05 1.53±0.03
5 1.75±0.04 - 1.54±0.05 1.51±0.03
Tomato. A zeolite
Check experiment 1.87±0.07 1.60±0.02 1.52±0.05 1.32±0.04
Spring wheat. A zeolite
Check experiment 1.87±0.03 - 1.66±0.05 1.52±0.04
Cucumber
Organic RM 1.67±0.04 - - 1.29±0.03
Granite crushed rock 1.88±0.03 - - 1.37±0.03
Regenerated crushed granite 1.94±0.03 - - 1.29±0.03
Tomato. RM is polyethylene film
Experience 1.69±0.04 1.49±0.03 1.46±0.03 1.18±0.02*)

Check experiment 1.50±0.03 1.48±0.03 1.48±0.03 1.10±0.02
 In a nutrient solution are added 80 mg /L of metasilicate.*)

Since the contents of chemical elements in various characterizes the degree of structuredness or
parts of plants has cause-and-effect relations [10] it was
important for us to track dynamics of a collective state of
chemical elements in various vegetative tissues of plants.
Balance and harmonicity of the chemical elements
composition in living organisms are the basic conditions
of their normal growth and development. V.I.Vernadsky
[3] repeatedly drawn attention to an unknown role of a
specific relations of the chemical elements in a living
matter. In connection with ecological problems of a
surrounding environment the problem of biogeocenoses
study always is of doubtless scientific interest and now
has also high practical significance. It is necessary to
recognize as the important direction of this problem
decision is the attempts to search the magnitudes which
describing multicomponent associations as a whole. In
this work we is fulfilled the analysis of the dynamics of
collective (common) state of chemical elements using the
methods of an information theory.  An integral index of
the state of multicomponent systems and, in particular, of
chemical elements composition of plants tissues is the
information function (entropy). Information approach has
been used repeatedly in ecology as a measure of diversity
of multicomponent ecological communities [11,12].
Information function H of a finite ensemble of
heterogenous objects belonging to one set can be written
n   the     following    way:   ;   it

organizationnes of the relative content of n elements of
the set under the additional conditions: 1 p  (t)  1,i

 , p  is the number of realizing or number ofi

ways out ith event. Here we used the combinatorial
approach of A.N.Kolmogorov [13]. t = 1, 2, …,23 is the
number of the vegetations (growth periods).  The values
of p  are determined from the results of the experiment toi

study the ash chemical elements composition of the plant
tissues. Such realization of the method is similar to B.B.
Polynov's approach that determines the contents of
weight parts of the chemical elements in ashes [4].

An analysis of the results showed that information
function values characterizing the dynamics of the
common of chemical elements in tissues of plant bodies
obey a strict rule under conditions of pedogenesis, lie in
strictly defined region of values and don’t overlap one
another. We obtained the following sequence of the
values inequalities of the information function for the
ashy composition of the chemical elements in plant
tissues: H(roots) > H(leaves) > H(stems) > H(reproductive
bodies).

Actually, the information function reflect not only the
quantitative saturation of tissues by chemical elements
but also reflects their qualitative combined state. This
sequence of inequalities for the ashy composition is kept
(Table 2) regardless  of   the   botanical  species   of   the
cultivated
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Fig. 6: Comparative dynamics (trend) of information function H of chemical elements composition in tomato roots,
reproductive bodies, stems, and leaves tissues during 11 growth periods: (A) for tomato cultivated on zeolite,
(B) for tomato cultivated on crushed granite, (C) for spring wheat cultivated on crushed granite. Variant – check
experiment. (D) for spring wheat cultivated on zeolite. Variant – check experiment. —— roots, · · · reproductive
bodies, – – – leaves, — · — steams.

plants, RM being used and variant of the experiment and a chemical elements in reproductive bodies is maximum
indicates the nonidentity of the combined state of the and in roots it is minimally or most chaotic. Thus the
chemical elements in various plant parts. To clarify the chemical elements structure in roots, leaves, steams and
generality of the results obtained, Table 2 is reproductive bodies we can define as corresponding to
supplemented with data on cultivating cucumber plants various hierarchical levels of the organization. Structural
and cultivations of a tomato on a polyethylene film during instability of the chemical element structure of leaves,
one life period. And in this case the established sequence stalks and reproductive organs is trended (Fig. 6) from
of inequalities is maintained. more homogeneous state to increasing of their

During   evolutionary   pedogenesis,   the   sequence structuredness or structural heterogeneity.
of  inequalities  for  information  entropy    is   a  function The uniqueness of the chemical elements
of  time  (vegetation’s  number)  and  doesn’t  depend on composition of plants under pedogenic conditions
the duration of exploitation of the RM (Fig.6). manifests itself especially upon comparing of this
Consequently, plants under conditions of primary composition with the composition of the original and
pedogenesis are sufficiently conservative from the transformed mineral substrate. Plants not only control
viewpoint of the dynamics of the combined state of their own of chemical elements total state in accordance
chemical  elements  in  plant  tissues to be able to compare with the required elemental composition of various tissues
the results of  cultivation of plants on crushed granite and but also during primary pedogenesis purposefully act on
zeolite we restrict ourselves only eleven life cycles. From the mineral RM, transforming is elemental composition in
Figure 6 follows that, at first, the information content of accordance with that needed by the plant. The peculiarity
collective state of the chemical elements in plant roots to of chemical elements composition of plants and the
the maximum, in reproductive bodies the information mutual ratio in the content of chemical elements in
content  _is the minimally. Secondly, the heterogeneity of conditions of an evolutionary initial soil formation
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especially show at its comparison with chemical plants, obtaining high-quality agricultural products with
composition of initial mineral substrate and transformed the specified contents of chemical elements composition.
one.  We will give the values of the information function These problem-solving is important in conditions of man-
(e.g. cultivated tomato, check experiment) of the mineral caused pollution of an environment and an intensive
RM – the original crushed granite (state 1), state 2 is the chemicalixation of an agriculture.
surface of melkozem after 23 growth periods, washout
from surface of the granite crushed after 23 growth REFERENCES
periods denoted as state 3 and washout from surface of
the roots after 23 growth periods denoted as state 3, 1. Ermakov, E.I. and V.K. Mukhomorov, 2001. Evolution
chemical composition of washing down from surface of of diversity measures as a reflection of the process of
granite crushed after 15 growth periods (the state – 5): primary  soil  formation  in  a  model soil-plant
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